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COMMERCIAL LITIGATION

New Rule Commercial Division Rule 9-a
_________________
By Leo K. Barnes Jr.

A recent amendment to the
Commercial Division rules, effective as of Oct. 1, 2018, provides
judges, litigants and their counsel
with additional fodder to quickly
and efficiently resolve disputed
issues of fact in an effort to circumvent an otherwise lengthy and costly
discovery process.
New Commercial Division Rule 9-a
entitled “Immediate Trial or Pre-Trial
Evidentiary Hearing” provides:
Subject to meet the requirements of
CPLR 2218, 3211(c) or 3212(c), parties are encouraged to demonstrate on
a motion to the court when a pre-trial
evidentiary hearing or immediate trial
may be effective in resolving a factual
issue sufficient to effect the disposition of a material part of the
case. Motions where a hearing or trial
on a material factual issue may be particularly useful in disposition of a
material part of a case, include, but are
not limited to:
(a) Dispositive motions to dismiss or
motions for summary judgment;
(b) Preliminary injunction motions,
including but not limited to those
instances where the parties are

willing to consent to the
practice because, as the suphearing being on the
porting
memorandum
merits;
observes:
(c) Spoliation of evidence
the failure to employ these
motions where the issue
provisions — particularly
of spoliation impacts the
in cases where the disputed
ultimate outcome of the
issue may be dispositive,
action;
such as a statute of limita(d)Jurisdictional motions
tions defense or a jurisdicwhere issues, including
tional defect — can lead to
Leo K. Barnes
application of long arm
delay and inefficiency in
jurisdiction may be dispositive;
resolving Commercial Division
(e Statute of limitations motions;
disputes.
and
(f) Class action certification motions.
The supporting memorandum likeIn advance of an immediate trial or wise highlights that the rule is geared
evidentiary hearing, the parties may toward early resolution of disputed
request, if necessary, that the court issues of fact that may serve to resolve
direct limited expedited discovery tar- a significant issue earlier rather than
later:
geting the factual issue to be tried.
As per the supporting memoranWhen a lawsuit is commenced in
dum, the new rule “simply encourages
the New York State courts, a
parties to ask the court to exercise its
defendant may have a defense
existing authority under the CPLR to
which could result in immediate
conduct pre-trial evidentiary hearings
resolution of the entire action. An
in appropriate circumstances,” and
example of such a defense might
“does not expand, modify, or otherbe the statute of limitations or a
wise affect the court’s existing authorjurisdictional
defect.
ity to conduct such hearings.” Indeed,
Nevertheless, the court may be
it serves as another avenue to promote
the speed and efficiency that is the
unable to adjudicate the defense
hallmark of Commercial Division
on the basis of motion papers

provided to the court because
there is a material issue of fact
connected with the defense. For
example, there may be a fact
issue as to when the plaintiff discovered or should have discovered the factual basis for its cause
of action. Under these circumstances, New York State courts
often do not conduct an immediate trial of such fact issues and
instead postpone their resolution
until the plenary trial. The result
of the failure to resolve the fact
issue by conducting an immediate
trial sometimes is that a litigation
continues for years through
extensive discovery and other
proceedings until trial where the
fact issue is finally adjudicated,
and the case is resolved in a way
that it might have been years ago.
The new rule which the Advisory
Council now proposes is
designed to reduce the waste of
time and money which such situations create.
The rule is founded upon existing
the court’s existing authority to order
an immediate hearing on dispositive
(Continued on page 24)
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SCBA Receives Harrison Tweed Award
tion of Puerto Rico from the Jones
Act, which requires that all goods
shipped between U.S. ports be transported by U.S. vessels operated primarily by U.S. citizens and permanent
residents, in order to facilitate delivery
of hurricane relief supplies by ship to
Puerto Rico.
A resolution urging executive branch
and congressional action to ensure that
the federal immigration policies and
practices of separating minor children
from their parents at the border immediately cease and not be reinstated, and
that children who have already been
separated from their parents under such
policies have a safe and expedited procedure for being reunited with their parents while ensuring that parents’ and
children’s individual and independent
legal claims are protected.
A resolution seeking support for
actions to eliminate gender-based violence in the workplace.
A resolution opposing discrimination against transgender members of

the military.
A resolution adopting the ABA
Model Code of Judicial Conduct for
State Administrative Law Judges,
dated August 2018, and urging state,
local and territorial governments to
enact and adopt ethical principles in
accordance with the Model Code.
A resolution adopting the black letter and commentary to the ABA Ten
Guidelines on Court Fines and Fees,
dated August 2018, and urging governmental agencies to promulgate law and
policy consistent with the guidelines.
A resolution urging bar associations, law schools and other stakeholders to develop and increase educational initiatives, clinics, and experiential courses through which law
students provide legal assistance to
pre-trial detainees, immigration
detainees, and incarcerated individuals reentering society.
A resolution urging governments to:
enact laws and adopt policies that prohibit the use of out-of-school suspen-

The Corporate ‘Shield’
constructive knowledge of Buyer-2’s
tax avoidance scheme, and thus concluded it had to consider merely the
“rigid form” of the deal. According to
the Tax Court, because Taxpayers
received their money from Buyer-2,
and not formally from Corp, there was
no transfer from the “debtor” for purposes of the UFTA.
The IRS contended that the court
should look to the substance of the
transactional scheme to see that
Buyer-2 was merely the entity through
which Corp passed its liquidating distribution to Taxpayers.
The court agreed with the IRS,
remarking that the Tax Court had
incorrectly “viewed itself bound by
the form of the transactions rather
than looking to their substance.”
The court disagreed with the Tax
Court’s finding that the IRS had not
established the requisite knowledge on
the part of the participants in the scheme
to render Taxpayers accountable.
“Reasonable actors” in Taxpayers’
position, the court stated, would have
been on notice that Buyer-2 intended
to avoid paying Corp’s tax obligation.
After all, Investor communicated its
intention to eliminate that tax obligation, and offered to pay a premium for
Taxpayers’ shares; yet despite their
suspicions surrounding the transaction, Taxpayers failed to press Investor
or Buyer-2 for more information.
That Buyer-2 provided little information regarding how it would eliminate Corp’s tax liability, coupled with
the actual structuring of the transactions, provided indications that
should have been “hard to miss.”

(Continued from page 1)

sion and expulsion of pre-kindergarten
through second grade students, except
when a student poses an imminent
threat of serious physical harm to self
or others; require ongoing training of
teachers, administrators, and other
school staff on alternatives to school
exclusion; and provide sufficient funding and resources to ensure the provision of alternatives to school exclusion.
A resolution urging legal employers
not to require mandatory arbitration of
sexual harassment claims.
A resolution supporting an interpretation of Section 1557 of the
Affordable Care Act, 42 U.S.C.
§1811(a), that its prohibition on sex
discrimination by covered health programs or activities includes, but is not
limited to, discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation and gender identity, sex stereotyping, pregnancy, and
pregnancy-related medical conditions
(including false pregnancy, termination
of pregnancy, childbirth, and recovery).
A resolution amending Model Rules

7.1 through 7.5 and related comments
of the ABA Model Rules of
Professional Conduct regarding
lawyer advertising and lawyer communication with clients.
During the House of Delegates meeting, outgoing ABA President Hilarie Bass
of Florida passed the gavel to Montana
lawyer Robert M. Carlson, who began his
one-year term as ABA President. Judy
Perry Martinez, of Louisiana, will serve
as President-Elect before assuming the
presidency in August 2019.
The next meeting of the ABA will
take place in January 2019 in Las
Vegas.

change this conclusion. It merely evidences a taxpayer’s attempt at concealing the true nature of the transaction.
Speaking of which, tax advisers are
often drawn to the challenge of structuring
complex
transactions.
Unfortunately, that is not necessarily
a good thing, especially if the economic or business purpose for the
transaction — the sight of which
should never be lost — may become
less discernable. Just as importantly,
the transaction structure should not,
if possible, be made so complex that

it raises the proverbial red flag and
the inevitable question of “what are
they hiding?”
The old adage of “keeping it simple,” and the old rule of thumb, “does
it pass the smell test?” still have their
place in moderating what may be
described as the “complex approach”
to tax planning.

Note: Scott M. Karson is the delegate
from the Suffolk County Bar
Association to the American Bar
Association House of Delegates. He is a
former president of the SCBA and currently serves as Treasurer of the New
York State Bar Association. Mr. Karson
is a partner at Lamb & Barnosky, LLP
in Melville.
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Indeed, Taxpayers’ counsel testified
that when he asked for details,
Buyer-2 told them “it was proprietary;” and in a lengthy memo analyzing the subject of potential transferee liability, counsel wrote that
Buyer-2 would distribute almost all
of Corp’s cash to repay the loan used
to finance the deal, though the memo
never analyzed how Buyer-2 could
legally offset Corp’s taxable gain
from the asset sale. It merely concluded that Taxpayers would not be
liable as transferees of the proceeds
of Corp’s asset sale.
The Court concluded that Taxpayers
were, at the very least, on constructive
notice of Buyer-2’s tax avoidance purpose. It was clear that Taxpayers’
stock sale to Buyer-2 operated, in substance, as a liquidating distribution by
Corp to Taxpayers, but in a form that
was designed to avoid tax liability.
Thus, the court held that Corp’s
constructive distribution to Taxpayers
of the proceeds from its asset sale was
a fraudulent transfer under State’s
UFTA, and Taxpayers were liable to
the IRS for Corp’s federal tax obligation as “transferees.”

Too good to be true
Indeed. How can any reasonable
person argue that the shareholders of a
corporation can strip the corporation
of its assets through a liquidation yet
avoid responsibility for the corporation’s outstanding tax liabilities? They
can’t.
The fact that the liquidation is
effected through a complex scheme
involving several steps does not

Note: Lou Vlahos, a partner at
Farrell Fritz, heads the law firm’s Tax
Practice Group. Lou can be reached
at (516) 227- 0639 or at lvlahos@farrellfritzcom.

Commercial Division Rule 9-a
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The court may order that an issue of
fact raised on a motion shall be separately tried by the court or a referee. If the issue is triable of right by
jury, the court shall give the parties
an opportunity to demand a jury
trial of such issue. Failure to make
such demand within the time limited by the court, or, if no such time is
limited, before trial begins, shall be
deemed a waiver of the right to trial
by jury. An order under this rule
shall specify the issue to be tried.

the court or a court-appointed referee should conduct an immediate
trial depends in large part on the
court’s assessment of the proof presented by the motion papers.” As the
Practice Commentaries to CPLR
4001 note, the referee may be tasked
to “hear and determine” an issue
“that stands as the decision of the
court itself;” or “hear and report”
wherein the referee will “hear[] the
evidence as a judge would but merely report[] the findings to the judge,
usually with a recommendation,
which the judge can adopt or reject:
the report is advisory only, not binding on the court.”

The supporting memorandum references the court’s inherent authority to direct that an issue be determined by a court-appointed referee
pursuant to CPLR 4001: “[w]hether

Note: Leo K. Barnes, Jr. is a partner at Barnes Catterson LoFrumento
Barnes LLP. He practices commercial
litigation and can be reached at
LKB@BCLBLAWGROUP.COM.

motions pursuant to CPLR 3211(c)
and 3212(c) and the less-often cited
CPLR 2218:

